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Lactzyme calls for your inner anti-aging ability.
Rejuvenation is unchanged human yearning, regardless of time and place.

Although no one can resist the behavior of genes, we can still make effort to slower the 
process of aging.

We can find lots of anti-aging information on the Internet, such as skin care, lifestyle improvement, mental 
training, nutrition, supplement, etc.
Our approach is rather different. Besides those methods we already know, we are inspired to pursue the 
way to enhance our own natural resilience.
Human body has potential to last nearly 100 years, thanks to our numerous biological protection systems. 
One of our main immune source is enzyme produced by intestinal bacteria, which is called lactzyme.
With this, we are developing functional healthcare products for your fundamental health benefits.

In recent years, research on the actions of lactic acid bacteria and intestinal flora has progressed, and it 
became obvious that our intestinal flora that is the center of the immune network plays a critical role to our 
longevity.

Furthermore, for the immune system, it has been elucidated that Bio-Products produced by lactic acid 
bacteria is more important than the lactic acid bacteria themselves present in the intestinal flora, and that 
the function of the Bio-Products also extends to the brain function. 

In Japan's market, inexpensive supplements processed lactic acid bacteria that are easy to 
manufacture are mainstream. However, those products do not contain lactic acid bacteria-producing 
Bio-Products.
"Kai-ki-gen100" is a product processed into a powder form that is easy for us to drink. Lactzyme, a 
concentrated main ingredient, of "Kai-ki-gen100" is a Bio-Product produced by lactic acid bacteria.
For the production of Lactzyme, we use high-quality organic soybeans cultivated in Hokkaido. 
Soymilk is obtained by squeezing those soybeans and fermented with lactic acid bacteria to extract 
Lactzyme.  The entire manufacturing process takes full 2 years.
Lactzyme is a next-generation functional ingredient that may regulate not only the intestinal 
immunity in the intestinal flora but also the immune function and the brain function.
As a functional ingredient that realizes longevity, please confirm the function of lactic acid 
bacteria-producing substance by yourself via Kai-ki-gen100.
Please experience by yourself the function of the Bio-Products as a functional ingredient that 
realizes longevity through Kai-ki-gen 100.
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